
Why we believe God is moving New Life Community Church forward to merge with another church.   8/2019 

Re-think 
In the past 2 years the Vine Project team with the elders have spent time assessing our church’s condition and 

culture.  We realize that a significant change must happen in the culture of New Life church to be relevant and 

outward-focused, in order to attract a new generation of members. We have considered what inhibits our 

congregation from bringing in unbelievers and seeing baptisms happen. We have examined present ministries, 

our church life, our worship service, and to whom--which outsiders, do we really appeal to etc.  So, the elders 

have taken this information and prayerfully considered avenues to change our present situation.   

We have come to the conviction that measures such as a church re-structure and then bringing in a new, 

younger pastor will not be enough to bring in younger new members.  This would be necessary to grow and 

sustain us for future generations to carry on with New Life.  So instead, we believe that we must move toward a 

merger with another church.  Since April, 2019, we have used three other books on church revitalization and the 

materials and staff assistance of a consulting firm to help us come to this conviction.  The following paragraph 

traces some of that picture for us.   

Review 
In 2011, after experiencing 3 difficult years of our church splintering by various groups and individuals, we called 

Ted as our pastor. The goal was to have Ted help us get on balance as a church and provide a greater dimension 

of shepherd care.  The hurts were hard to go through and left us at great disadvantage.  Just prior to Ted 

coming, the elders led us through the Making Peace Seminar:  A Guide to Overcoming Conflict in Your 

Church.  This greatly helped us stabilize and was the thrust of the elder's guidance for our church culture before 

Ted was brought on.  God had held us together through the fragile time and we were intact.  It does explain the 

climate of not wanting to make any changes for a while.  We were in a preservation mode (although we couldn’t 

articulate it at that time).  Our goal was to work on constructive relationships, and to be encouraged in Christ--

hoping to see no one else splinter away.  We hoped that many who had left would eventually rejoin us.  

Things had been in a holding pattern, then finally we were landing, and taxiing. We found our arrival gate. But, 
we stayed put, rather than taking off for a new destination.  In our assessment at the time, we concluded that 
change would not be best-- not to rock the culture of New Life because enough had already happened.  We had 
many voices--most were reticent to do things differently.  So, we did not re-cast our mission nor cast new vision 
for a long-term future. We chose to retain our earlier mission statement on the foyer wall as sufficient.  In 
hindsight, we believe it was a big misstep to not have left the gate for a new flight.  
 
Recognize 
The materials we have looked at tell us that an inward focus will move toward stagnation and decline. This 

happens when our focus is caring for our hurting and energy is pointed at avoiding anymore hurt.   Without 

intentional focus to outsiders and the congregation bringing unbelievers into gospel witness and into the church 

community, the church will stall. The consulting materials show us that we were actually in preservation mode 

in 2011. Even though we have grown in the Word and have done a lot of outreach and have seen some people 

come to faith in Christ, we realize that the long-term effect of not re-launching presents us where we are today. 

Because of those three difficult years, we unknowingly moved toward being an inward-focused church—not 

realizing how this could be potentially damaging to our mission of bringing souls to Christ and building them to 

be reproducers.  Our own personal lives had quietly slipped into preservation.  Tony Morgan in his book The 

Unstuck Church 2017, describes the inward preservation church: “You don’t hear and share stories of life 

change—instead it’s mostly about activities within.” “Change of any sort is resisted--worship service songs, long-

practiced activities, paint color, to name some. Inward churches are interested in preserving the past.” “People 

are not serious at inviting friends.”  Based on all of this, we believe that from a church life cycle perspective, 

New Life is leaving preservation and is now entering a life support mode (see the diagram visual attached) 
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Relate 
We have come to realize, our church demographic is older and not attractive to enough younger ones to sustain 

our church into the next generation.  Two thirds of our church are considered seniors – Boomers and older 

(1946 – 1965). We have a few Busters (Gen. X  1965 – 1981) and a few Millennials (1981 – 1996) and 3 Gen Zers 

(1996 – pres.) 

The present and future reality is that we face a very different demographic emerging in America and here in 

Stafford.  The millennial generation is quite post-Christian.  They have very little cultural understanding of 

evangelical Christianity, nor allegiance or interest in church.  What formerly would have created interest to “try-

out” church, to help “round-out & balance the children’s upbringing” etc. is not on the radar of 20- 37 yr. 

people.   Presently and in the future, either people will be brought in by “attractional” church methods or by 

believers who are richly moving toward their contacts with gospel hope and drawing them in.  And so, the 

church is tasked with understanding the differences in millennials and then designing discipleship pathways that 

will be intelligible to this generation who will next carry the church.  What has worked in the past must be 

altered so we can be intelligible to a new generation.  Yet, this relevance must maintain our core, unchangeable 

biblical convictions. 

Re-make 
So, the NLCC elders have determined that in order to create & sustain real growth (baptisms of new converts  
and discipling believers who evangelize) God is calling us to join together with another like-minded congregation 
that is already doing this successfully. We want to merge with a forward-focused church which grows by building 
new believers and utilizes existing members to mentor each other.  We want to be part of a church that 
flourishes in its gathered worship, in life-giving home groups, and which is centered on the shepherd care of 
elders & the power of God’s Word.  We want to be part of a vital, multi-generational, life-giving church that 
reflects the changing face of Stafford.  We want to join in a work that reaches the ethnic and socio-economic 
diversity that God is bringing to our area as we carry Christ’s gospel reconciliation into many spheres of our 
broken humanity.     2Corin. 5:18-20, Coloss. 1:20 
 
Re-start  
A merge will afford that change for New Life, which we just could not do in these past 9 years.  It will be an 
opportunity to have in place what we truly need in order to be a thriving church. We want to be merged into a 
church which has:  
- A clarified mission from God’s Word--what He calls us to do as His church in Stafford.   
- A set vision—a picture for our future that helps us plan way ahead and keep on the current course.   
- Developed core strategies on how best, with our spiritual gifts, strengths, and abilities to do our mission & 
vision. Who are we trying to reach?  Strategy reflects that focus.   
- Clarified its core values—our biblical non-negotiables, the Cross-centered climate that permeates all we do.   
our church statement of faith/constitution, of governance & polity, etc. 
- Determined its methods—unified discipleship strategies which help people engage on a spiritual formation 
path. Cohesive paths help any disciple learn what steps to take and when. Paths help avoid multiplicity of 
programs/ministries. 
 
Our financials are in serious decline as noted below and the pandemic situation will further hinder us.  
  Actual 2019-2020 giving Income for NLCC:   Needed giving income to Meet  Budget: 
        Monthly totals    Sept. -  Oct.    $50,102                              $60,180  
Giving Shortfall:   $10,078  (this was pulled out of reserves in Staff Compensation which is now depleted $0)   
We still have $20,000 Elijah Barrel but will be depleted within months. We are in a bare bones budget currently. 
 
As your elders, we have prayed and evaluated this matter for over two years.  We believe that God is calling 
New Life to change. Although it is not easy and not pleasant, change does not say we are bad or that we’ve been 
wrong. But, change does say we cannot keep things the way they have always been.  Coming from the hand of 
our faithful God, change will glorify him and will make us glad.  Now is the time for God’s change at New Life. 
               (rev. 3/2020) 


